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(Issued June 4, 2021) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Plus One market test is scheduled to expire on September 30, 2021.1  On 

April 13, 2021, the Postal Service requested a 12-month extension of the Plus One 

market test.2  For the reasons described below, the Commission approves extending 

the Plus One market test for another 12 months. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Plus One is an advertising card that will be mailed as an add-on mailpiece with a 

USPS Marketing Mail Letters marriage mail envelope containing multiple advertising 

                                            
1 Order Authorizing Plus One Market Test, September 20, 2019, at 15 (Order No. 5239). 

2 United States Postal Service Request for Extension of Market Test, April 13, 2021 (Request). 
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mailpieces.3  Marriage mail is a service provided by mail service providers that 

combines various advertisements into a single mailpiece.  Id. at 1.  In Order No. 5239, 

the Commission authorized the Postal Service to proceed with a 2-year market test of 

an experimental product identified as Plus One.  Order No. 5239 at 15.  The Plus One 

market test began on October 1, 2019 and is scheduled to expire on September 30, 

2021, unless the market test is extended or cancelled.  Id.  

III. REQUEST AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

The Postal Service requests a 12-month extension of the Plus One market test, 

which would set a new expiration date of September 30, 2022.  Request at 2.  It asserts 

that extending the duration of the Plus One market test is “necessary to determine the 

feasibility or desirability of the [Plus One] experimental product and inform any Postal 

Service decision to create a permanent product.”  Id. at 1.  It explains that the market 

test began operating just as the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic came to the 

United States, which disrupted USPS Marketing Mail and all mail generally.  Id. at 2.  

The Postal Service states “[t]he sharp decline in [USPS] Marketing Mail, and therefore 

Plus One volume, limited the Postal Service’s ability to collect data for a full annual 

cycle.”  Id.  It asserts that more time is necessary to collect meaningful data to 

compensate for the decline in mail volume during the COVID-19 pandemic, finalize what 

the permanent product would be, and program Information Technology (IT) solutions to 

manage the product.  Id.  It also states it “would like to minimize any potential gap 

between the end of the market test’s operational run and the availability of a potential, 

new, permanent product.”  Id. 

In the Request, the Postal Service states the total revenue received from the 

Plus One market test was $4.87 million during FY 2020 and $2.05 million during FY 

                                            
3 United States Postal Service Notice of Market Test of Experimental Product – Plus One, August 

13, 2019, at 1 (Notice).  The Plus One mailpiece must be part of the same mailing as the marriage mail 
envelope, and the Plus One advertiser must advertise or have advertised within marriage mailings.  
Notice at 2. 
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2021, Quarter 1.  Id. at 2-3.  The Postal Service estimates it will collect $7.70 million 

during FY 2021 if market trends and customer adoption metrics reflected in the FY 

2021, Quarter 1 data collection report continue through FY 2021.  Id. at 3.  It estimates it 

will receive $10.80 million through FY 2022.  Id.  The Postal Service concludes that the 

Plus One market test meets the criteria for an extension and asks that the Commission 

grant the extension to allow the Postal Service to continue collecting Plus One market 

test data and determine the feasibility and desirability of the experimental product.  Id. 

On April 14, 2021, the Commission issued a notice and order concerning the 

Postal Service's request for extension.4  Chairman's Information Request No. 2 was 

issued on April 29, 2021 to clarify the Postal Service's request for extension.5  The 

Postal Service responded on May 6, 2021.6  On May 7, 2021, the Postal Service filed 

the Plus One quarterly data collection report for FY 2021, Quarter 2.7  The Public 

Representative and the Association for Postal Commerce (PostCom) filed comments on 

the Postal Service's request for extension on May 14, 2021.8 

IV. COMMENTS 

The Public Representative and PostCom both support the Postal Service’s 

request to extend the Plus One market test.  The Public Representative supports the 

extension and encourages the Postal Service to consider adding Plus One as a 

permanent (non-experimental) product.  PR Comments at 4.  He states “[t]he Postal 

Service has adequately satisfied the requirements of 39 C.F.R. §3045.11(b)[.]”  Id. at 2.  

                                            
4 Notice and Order Concerning Request for Extension of Plus One Market Test, April 14, 2021 

(Order No. 5870).   

5 Chairman's Information Request No. 2, April 29, 2021. 

6 USPS Response to Chairman’s Information Request No. 2, May 6, 2021 (Response to CHIR 
No. 2). 

7 Letter to Secretary Erica Barker Providing Plus One Data Collection Report for FY2021, Quarter 
2, May 7, 2021.   

8 Public Representative Comments on Extension of Plus One Market Test, May 14, 2021 (PR 
Comments); Comments of the Association for Postal Commerce on Request for Extension, May 14, 2021 
(PostCom Comments). 
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He notes that the Plus One market test did not reach the revenue limitation in FY 2020 

and comments that the market test is unlikely to reach the revenue limitation in FY 2021 

and FY 2022 based on the Postal Service’s estimates.  Id. at 3.  The Public 

Representative suggests that the Postal Service reassess whether the market test will 

reach the FY 2022 revenue limitation at the end of FY 2022, Quarters 1 and 2.  Id.  If 

total revenue collected during those quarters is more than half of the FY 2022 market 

test revenue limitation, he recommends that the Postal Service consider submitting a 

request for exemption from that revenue limitation under 39 C.F.R. § 3045.16.  Id.   

The Public Representative also states that he has reviewed the market test 

quarterly data collection reports and data provided in the Annual Compliance Report.  

Id.  He recommends that if market test revenue continues to exceed cost in FY 2021 

and FY 2022, the Postal Service should consider adding Plus One as a permanent 

(non-experimental) product.  Id.  He notes that the Postal Service must file a request to 

add Plus One to the product lists at least 60 days before the requested expiration date 

of September 30, 2022.  Id. at 3-4. 

PostCom also recommends that the Commission approve the Postal Service’s 

request for extension.  PostCom Comments at 2.  It contends that the Postal Service’s 

request satisfies the relevant regulatory requirements of 39 C.F.R. § 3045.11.  Id.  It 

agrees with the Postal Service that the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has 

significantly affected USPS Marketing Mail because saturation mailers serve markets 

such as restaurants and home services that were specifically impacted.  Id. at 1.  

PostCom asserts that Plus One market test results during the COVID-19 pandemic “are 

unlikely to represent the potential of the product during normal circumstances, and the 

Postal Service might not be able to properly evaluate the feasibility of the product or 

desirability of the Plus One product without further study in a more normal economic 

and commercial environment.”  Id.  Although PostCom is unable to evaluate the time 

required for the Postal Service to add Plus One as a permanent product, it agrees that 

continuity from the market test phase is preferable.  Id. 
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V. COMMISSION ANALYSIS 

The Commission has reviewed the record, including the materials filed under 

seal, Response to CHIR No. 2, and comments received.  Based on this review, the 

Commission finds that the extension is consistent with the applicable statutory and 

regulatory requirements in 39 U.S.C. § 3641 and 39 C.F.R. § 3045.11.  Accordingly, the 

Commission grants the Postal Service’s request to extend the Plus One market test for 

another 12 months.  The Plus One market test shall expire on September 30, 2022.   

A. Necessary to Determine the Feasibility or Desirability of GeM Merchant 

Generally, a market test may not exceed 24 months.  39 U.S.C. § 3641(d)(1); 

39 C.F.R. § 3045.10.  However, the Postal Service may ask the Commission to extend 

a market test by up to 12 months.  39 U.S.C. § 3641(d)(2); 39 C.F.R. § 3045.11.  The 

Commission may authorize an extension “[i]f necessary in order to determine the 

feasibility or desirability of a product being tested under [section 3641.]”  Id.  39 U.S.C. § 

3641(d)(2). 

The Postal Service asserts that the extension is “necessary to determine the 

feasibility or desirability of the [Plus One] experimental product” for three reasons.  

Request at 1.  First, the market test began right before the first wave of the COVID-19 

pandemic in the United States, which disrupted all mail generally and USPS Marketing 

Mail specifically.  Id. at 2.  It states that the sharp decline in USPS Marketing Mail 

affected Plus One volumes and limited the Postal Service’s ability to collect data for a 

full year.  Id.  It notes that it needs more time to collect meaningful data to compensate 

for the decline in mail volume that occurred during the pandemic.  Id. 

Second, the Postal Service asserts that if it decides to add Plus One to the 

Market Dominant product list as a permanent product, it would need more time to 

finalize the criteria for the permanent product and to program IT solutions to manage the 

permanent product.  Id.  The Postal Service notes that mailers would also need time to 

adjust their own systems accordingly.  Id.  Third, the Postal Service states that it “would 

like to minimize any potential gap between the end of the market test’s operational run 
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and the availability of a potential, new, permanent product.”  Id.  It notes that such a gap 

could limit small businesses from advertising with the product and impede the ability of 

current Plus One users to maintain their client base.  Id.  The Public Representative and 

PostCom both support extending the Plus One market test for another 12 months.  PR 

Comments at 4; PostCom Comments at 2.   

The Commission finds that the Postal Service has provided sufficient justification 

for why an extension is “necessary in order to determine the feasibility or desirability of” 

the Plus One experimental product as required by 39 U.S.C. § 3641(d)(2).  Unique 

circumstances, including the COVID-19 pandemic, occurred during the first year of the 

market test, which ran from October 1, 2019 through September 30, 2020.  Based on 

these factors, revenue, demand, and volume during the first year of the market test are 

unlikely to represent what would occur during normal circumstances when these factors 

are not present.  These factors likely affected the Postal Service’s ability to properly 

evaluate the feasibility and desirability of the Plus One experimental product.  Extending 

the Plus One market test for another 12 months would help the Postal Service conduct 

further analysis and evaluate demand during a more representative economic and 

commercial environment.   

For these reasons, the Commission finds that extending the Plus One market 

test is “necessary in order to determine the feasibility or desirability” of the Plus One 

experimental product.  See 39 U.S.C. § 3641(d)(2). 

B. Continued Compliance with 39 U.S.C. § 3641(b) 

The Commission must evaluate whether the Plus One market test extension is 

consistent or inconsistent with 39 U.S.C. § 3641.  39 C.F.R § 3045.11(c)(1)-(3).  The 

continued offering of an experimental product must continue to comply with the three 

requirements appearing in 39 U.S.C. § 3641(b)(1)-(3).9  When it authorized the market 

                                            
9 Docket No. MT2014-1, Order Authorizing Extension of Customized Delivery Market Test and 

Updating Data Collection Plan, September 28, 2016, at 6 (Order No. 3543). 
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test to begin, the Commission found that the introduction of Plus One met all three 

requirements of section 3641(b).  Order No. 5239 at 5.  The Postal Service represents 

that it “does not plan to make any changes to the market test during the requested 

extension period.”  Response to CHIR No. 2, question 1.  Thus, the requested extension 

does not affect compliance with 39 U.S.C. § 3641(b)(1) and (3).   

The Commission must also determine whether the continued offering of the Plus 

One experimental product during the requested extension period will create market 

disruption, which is defined as “an unfair or otherwise inappropriate competitive 

advantage for the Postal Service or any mailer, particularly in regard to small business 

concerns … .”  39 U.S.C. § 3641(b)(2).  In Order No. 5239, the Commission used a 

four-step framework for analyzing potential market disruption from offering the Plus One 

experimental product.  Order No. 5239 at 7-11. 

First, the Commission identifies the relevant market by examining the description 

of Plus One and the geographic areas where the Postal Service intends to offer Plus 

One during the requested extension period.  See id. at 7.  In Order No. 5239, the 

Commission found that “the relevant market for the Plus One market test is an 

addressed advertising card that may be mailed as an add-on mailpiece with a host 

marriage mailing offered throughout the United States.”  Id.  This finding remains 

unaffected by the requested extension.  See Response to CHIR No. 2, question 1. 

Second, the Commission identifies businesses offering similar products or 

services in the relevant market.  Order No. 5239 at 7.  The Postal Service previously 

stated that doorknob hangers provide delivery of stand-alone advertisements, and 

marriage mailers, mail service providers, marketing mail print shops, and other 

businesses offer Detached Marketing Labels (DMLs) in connection with Carrier Route 

Saturation Flats mailings for advertisers to use as marketing cards.  Id. at 7-8.  These 

providers continue to offer these competing products.   

Third, the Commission determines whether the continued offering of Plus One 

“will provide an unfair or otherwise inappropriate competitive advantage with regard to 

other providers of advertising cards that may be mailed as an add-on mailpiece with a 
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host marriage mailing.”  Id. at 8.  In Order No. 5239, the Commission found that the 

introduction of the Plus One experimental product “will not create an unfair or otherwise 

inappropriate competitive advantage for the Postal Service or any mailer” because there 

are no other providers of advertising cards that mailers may send as an add-on 

mailpiece with a host marriage mailing.  Id. at 8-9.  It stated that “[b]ecause Plus One 

serves a different market than door hangings and DMLs, offering Plus One should not 

cause market disruption for businesses offering door hangings and DMLs.”  Id. at 9 

(footnote omitted).  These considerations will not be affected by the proposed extension 

because the Postal Service does not plan to make any changes to the market test 

during the requested extension period.  See Response to CHIR No. 2, question 1. 

Fourth, the Commission evaluates the Plus One market test’s impact on “‘small 

business concerns’” in the relevant market.  Order No. 5239 at 9.  The Postal Service 

represents that this analysis is also unaffected by the requested extension.  Response 

to CHIR No. 2, question 3.  It states that mailers continue to have the opportunity to sign 

up for and mail Plus One cards during the market test.  Id.  It also asserts that market 

test participants “offer small businesses an additional resource to test inexpensive direct 

mail to advertise their goods and services in local markets, thus widening the range of 

advertising opportunities for small businesses via the mail and fostering a market more 

responsive to their needs.”  Id.  No new information has been introduced in the record 

that would dispute this representation.  

Based on the record, the Commission concludes that extending the Plus One 

market test appears consistent with 39 U.S.C. § 3641.  During the extension, if the 

Commission determines that the market test no longer complies with applicable 

statutory and regulatory requirements, the Commission may cancel the market test or 

take other action that it deems appropriate.  See 39 U.S.C. § 3641(f); 39 C.F.R. § 

3045.12. 
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C. Other Statutory and Regulatory Requirements 

The request to extend the Plus One market test meets other statutory and 

regulatory requirements.  The timing of the request is appropriate.  The Postal Service 

must file a request to extend a market test “not later than 60 days before the date as of 

which the testing of such product would otherwise be scheduled to terminate ... .”  39 

U.S.C. § 3641(d)(2).  The Postal Service filed the request on April 13, 2021, which is 

170 days before the scheduled expiration date of September 30, 2021.  The 

Commission appreciates that the Postal Service filed the request well in advance of the 

60-day statutory deadline.  Doing so aids the Commission’s determination of whether 

the market test will comply with the applicable statutory and regulatory requirements 

during the requested extension period.  It also minimizes any potential gap between the 

end of the market test and the introduction of Plus One as a non-experimental product. 

The Request contains the information required by 39 C.F.R. § 3045.11(b).  As 

previously discussed, the Request also identifies the new expiration date of September 

30, 2022 and explains why the extension is “necessary in order to determine the 

feasibility or desirability of” the Plus One experimental product as required by 39 U.S.C. 

§ 3641(d)(2).10  The Postal Service also complies with the requirements in 39 C.F.R. § 

3045.11(b)(3) and (4) by calculating the total revenue received by the Postal Service 

from the market test for each fiscal year the market test has been in operation, as well 

as estimating the additional revenue that is anticipated by the Postal Service for each 

fiscal year remaining on the market test, including the requested extension period.  See 

Request at 2-3.  It states the total revenue received from the Plus One market test was 

$4.87 million during FY 2020 and $2.05 million during FY 2021, Quarter 1.  Id.  These 

amounts are consistent with the information provided in the Plus One data collection 

reports.   

The Postal Service estimates that it will collect $7.70 million during FY 2021 if 

market trends and customer adoption metrics reflected in the FY 2021, Quarter 1 data 

                                            
10 39 C.F.R. § 3045.11(b)(1) and (2); see Request at 1-2. 
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collection report continue through FY 2021.  Id. at 3.  In a CHIR response, the Postal 

Service asserts that the year-to-date March growth rate from FY 2020 to FY 2021 was 

48 percent:  $2.68 million in March 2020 and $3.97 million in March 2021 as stated in 

the quarterly data collection reports.  Response to CHIR No. 2, question 2.  It 

anticipates this trend to accelerate in FY 2021, Quarter 3 to 200 percent growth to make 

up for the adverse impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.  Id. question 2.a.  It expects the 

growth rate to return to 50 percent growth in FY 2021, Quarter 4, which equals an 

overall 58 percent year over year increase from the FY 2020 base (i.e. $4.86 million * 

1.58 = $7.70 million).  Therefore, the Postal Service projects that quarterly revenue 

anticipated for the rest of FY 2021 are $1.82 million in Quarter 3 and $1.91 million in 

Quarter 4.  Id. 

Also, the Postal Service estimates it will receive $10.80 million through FY 2022.  

Request at 2.  It asserts that FY 2022 revenue is projected to continue to increase by 30 

percent during FY 2022, Quarters 1 and 2.  Response to CHIR No. 2, question 2.b.  For 

FY 2022, Quarters 3 and 4, the Postal Service estimates that revenue will increase by 

50 percent more than the FY 2021 reported results and above projected numbers.  Id.  

The Postal Service projects FY 2022 quarterly revenue estimates at:  $2.70 million in 

Quarter 1, $2.50 million in Quarter 2, $2.70 million in Quarter 3, and $2.90 million in 

Quarter 4, for a total of $10.80 million during FY 2022.  Id.  These estimates are 

consistent with the information provided in the Plus One data collection reports. 

Generally, experimental product revenue may not exceed $10 million in any fiscal 

year, as adjusted for the change in the consumer price index for all urban consumers 

(CPI-U index), which is referred to as the $10 Million Adjusted Limitation.11  The $10 

                                            
11 See 39 U.S.C. §§ 3641(e)(1), 3641(g); 39 C.F.R. § 3045.15(b) and (c); Postal Regulatory 

Commission, Available Market Dominant Rate Authority, at 4, last updated May 12, 2021, available at 
https://www.prc.gov/sites/default/files/Available%20Rate%20Authority%2005-12-21.pdf, (FY 2021 Market 
Test Revenue Limitations).   
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Million Adjusted Limitation for FY 2021 is $12,027,972.12  Upon request, the 

Commission may approve an exemption to allow revenue to exceed this $10 Million 

Adjusted Limitation.13  The Commission will make available its calculation of the FY 

2022 market test revenue limitations at the beginning of FY 2022, during which the 

Postal Service anticipates receiving approximately $10.80 million.  If the Postal Service 

expects total revenue from the Plus One market test to exceed the revenue limitation in 

FY 2022, it should apply for an exemption at least 45 days before it expects total 

revenue to exceed this limitation.  See 39 C.F.R. § 3045.16(e).  The Postal Service 

should file the application for an exemption in accordance with the requirements of 39 

U.S.C. § 3641(e)(2) and 39 C.F.R. § 3045.16.  

For these reasons described above, the Commission authorizes extending the 

Plus One market test for another 12 months.  The Plus One market test shall expire on 

September 30, 2022, unless the market test is canceled.14 

                                            
12 See FY 2021 Market Test Revenue Limitations at 4.  Consistent with 39 C.F.R. § 3045.15, this 

figure is calculated and updated on the Commission’s website www.prc.gov; hover over “References” and 
click on “Available Rate Authority.” 

13 See 39 U.S.C. § 3641(e)(2); 39 C.F.R. § 3045.16; FY 2021 Market Test Revenue Limitations at 
4.  Under the exemption, the experimental product revenue may not exceed $50 million in any fiscal year, 
as adjusted for the change in the CPI-U index, which is referred to as the $50 Million Adjusted Limitation.  
See id.  The $50 Million Adjusted Limitation for FY 2021 is $60,139,860.  FY 2021 Market Test Revenue 
Limitations at 4.  Consistent with 39 C.F.R. § 3045.16, this figure is calculated and updated on the 
Commission’s website www.prc.gov; hover over “References” and click on “Available Rate Authority.” 

14 The Postal Service may cancel a market test at any time; but, it must file a notice of 
cancellation with the Commission within 10 days of cancelling the market test.  39 C.F.R. § 3045.12.  
Additionally, if the Commission determines that the market test no longer complies with applicable 
statutory and regulatory requirements, the Commission may cancel the market test or take other action 
that it deems appropriate.  See 39 U.S.C. § 3641(f); 39 C.F.R. § 3045.12(b)(3). 
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VI. ORDERING PARAGRAPHS 

It is ordered: 

1. Based on the record before it, the Commission finds that extending the Plus One 

market test is consistent with the requirements of 39 U.S.C. § 3641 and 39 

C.F.R. § 3045.11. 

2. The Commission authorizes extending the Plus One market test, which will 

expire on September 30, 2022, unless the market test is cancelled in accordance 

with 39 C.F.R. § 3045.12.  

3. If the Postal Service expects to exceed $10 million in any fiscal year, as adjusted 

for the change in the consumer price index for all urban consumers, it must file a 

written exemption request at least 45 days before it expects to exceed this 

limitation.   

4. Revisions to the Mail Classification Schedule appear below the signature of this 

Order and are effective immediately. 

By the Commission. 
 
 

Erica A. Barker 
Secretary  
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CHANGES TO THE MAIL CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 

 

The following material represents a change to the Mail Classification Schedule.  The 

Commission uses two main conventions when making changes to the Mail 

Classification Schedule.  New text is underlined.  Deleted text is struck through. 

 
Part A—Market Dominant Products 
1000 Market Dominant Product List 
***** 
1800  Market Tests 
***** 
1801  Plus One 
 

Reference 
Docket No. MT2019-1 
PRC Order No. 5239, September 20, 2019 

Expires 
September 30, 2021September 30, 2022 

 
***** 
 


